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Automating
DataBase Publisher
by Allan Shearer
You may or may not know that DataBase Publisher can be automated, although not
in the same manner as Ventura Publisher. That is, while DBP does not yet support
OLE Automation (hopefully one day!), you can in fact run DBP and pass commands
to it…sort of…from the command line.
There are two ways to run DBP from the command line—in normal mode, where
DBP will appear on screen, or in “silent” mode, where DBP will run in the
background, hidden from view.
To run DBP from the command line, enter the following either in a DOS window
(Figure 1) or on the Windows Start/Run command line (Figure 2), substituting the
correct path for “C:\Corel\Graphics8” if you did not install into the default location:
C:\Corel\Graphics8\programs\dbpub.exe

This will launch DBP and it will display on screen.
Ok, that wasn’t too exciting. We want more, right? So this time let’s open a recipe at
the same time:
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The summer is almost over and I hope
yours has been a good one. Mine sure
has been—I’ve been extremely busy
and I love it that way.
The good news is that Ventura and its
users are alive and kicking. I’ve had a
steady stream of people needing
Ventura training and production
assistance. There are several projects
lined up to begin in October and new
ones coming in all the time. So I’m a
happy camper right now.
With new people being trained and companies continuing to upgrade
to Ventura 8, no one can say Ventura is dead, in fact it’s quite the
opposite. I’m in touch with users all the time that depend on Ventura
for their livelihood, and they can’t stand the thought of switching to
another program. These people have done their homework and know
that Ventura is the only product that fully meets their needs. If your
management or coworkers ask you if there’s a reason to stay with
Ventura, I hope you’ll make sure they do their homework before
considering a switch. This magazine and the online resources are here to
back you up.
CorelWorld time is here again and I will be in Boston during the
second week in September. I hope you are as well, because there is no
better time to get a feel for the pulse of Ventura and to share your views
with the Corel reps in attendance. Hopefully they will take a more
active role this year so we can get some insight into their future plans
and how Ventura fits in. Sign up now if you haven’t already. If you’re
there at the beginning of the week, you can help me celebrate my
birthday.
Don’t miss the book review of The Non-Designer’s Type Book in this
issue. This is one of the most fun books I’ve read in a long time. In the
next issue of VUEPOINT, we’ll have more books to add to your library, as
well as coverage of CorelWorld.
See you there!
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continued from Page 1

C:\Corel\Graphics8\programs\dbpub.exe
C:\Corel\Graphics8\dbpub\project\Recipes\partlist.rcp

The two lines above are actually a single command that should be entered on a single line; simply
insert a space between the “dbpub.exe” string and the “partlist.rcp” string. You’ll see other similar
commands later in this article that are also meant to be entered on a single line
Oooh! That’s cool! But…I still want more!!
Ok, what if I told you that you can process that recipe when you open it? To do this, you must
run DBP in silent mode by inserting an “/s” switch between the two command line strings:
C:\Corel\Graphics8\programs\dbpub.exe /s
C:\Corel\Graphics8\dbpub\project\Recipes\partlist.rcp

Ah hah! Now that’s more fun, isn’t it? DBP has processed the partlist.rcp file and published it to
Ventura Publisher, all while running hidden from view.
Don’t forget that DBP will also publish to HTML, so we could just as easily process and publish a
recipe destined for a Web browser and launch that Web browser with the published HTML page.
To try this, simply replace “partlist.rcp” with “rose.rcp” in the command line above and see what
happens when you execute the command. This is all well and good, but there has to be more, right?
Well, imagine the possibilities if you were to write a script which would execute the DBP
command line string for you.
You can do this with Corel Script Editor using the STARTPROCESS command. In fact, the
following is all that you’d need to run DBP and process our recipe from the Corel Script Editor:
STARTPROCESS “C:\Corel\Graphics8\programs\dbpub.exe /s
C:\Corel\Graphics8\dbpub\project\Recipes\partlist.rcp”

Notice the only thing we’ve added is the STARTPROCESS command and the opening and closing
quotes around the command line.
If you were to run Corel Script Editor and use the entire command line shown above, you would
get the same result as if you had executed the command line from a DOS window or from the
Windows Start/Run window (Figure 3).

Figure 3
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Of course, writing a script simply to process and publish a DBP recipe may not save you much time
if that’s all it does.
But a script that can
change the result of
processing the
recipe—now there’s
something that could
save you lots of time,
and keep the number
of recipe files needed
to a minimum. Let’s
explore this idea.
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Getting into Corel Script
Let’s assume that you wish to publish a single recipe
to a number of different chapters within a
publication, or to several different publications.
Normally, DBP will publish to the chapter you’ve
selected in the Output Setup dialog shown at the
right. But you must open the recipe in DBP each
time you wish to publish to a different chapter.
Instead of this manual process, let’s use Corel Script
to build a smart recipe that will manipulate the
recipe file “on the fly,” and detect and determine to
which chapter the data should be published.
We’ll use the example of a CARS publication with
each manufacturer published to a separate chapter,
using a single recipe file and never having to open
DBP to change the Output Setup.

CARS Example
For this example, I’ve created a small database with a
few manufacturers and cars listed, as shown in the
table below:

Figure 4

MANUF

MODEL

DESC

VOLVO

V70

Some body text about the Volvo V70

VOLVO

S80

Some body text about the Volvo S80

VOLVO

S60

Some body text about the Volvo S60

JEEP

Wagoneer

Some body text about the Jeep Wagoneer

JEEP

Cherokee

Some body text about the Jeep Cherokee

JEEP

Laredo

Some body text about the Jeep Laredo

FORD

Explorer

Some body text about the Ford Explorer

FORD

Expedition

Some body text about the Ford Expedition

FORD

Aerostar

Some body text about the Ford Aerostar

FORD

Windstar

Some body text about the Ford Windstar

FORD

Taurus

Some body text about the Ford Taurus

FORD

Tempo

Some body text about the Ford Tempo

FORD

Mustang

Some body text about the Ford Mustang

Our goal will be to publish each manufacturer’s data to a separate Ventura chapter.
First, create a VP file with at least three chapters in it, named “Volvo,” “Jeep,” and “Ford,”
respectively. This step is important because DBP will not generate chapter names “on the fly”
when publishing to Ventura Publisher. If the script tells DBP to publish to the “Ford” chapter
and you only have a single chapter in the publication called “Chapter1,” DBP will write the data
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to the first chapter it finds—in this case, “Chapter1.” However, if the “Ford” chapter exists, the
data will be written to the “Ford” chapter, no matter where it is in the publication.
The next step is to create a DBP recipe. For the sake of this example, this recipe will not be
complex. It will simply output the MANUF, MODEL and DESC fields, and it will only publish one
Manufacturer at a time and place the published data into a separate chapter named for the
Manufacturer.

Creating the CARS.rcp (recipe)
The CARS recipe is very basic. It doesn’t do much, but there is one special thing about it: It
makes use of DBP’s {ARG:n} macro, where n represents any value from 1 to 9. You cannot
process this recipe without actually supplying a value to the ARG macro, which can only be done
by running the recipe from the command line.
Here is what the CARS.rcp file looks like in a word processor:
VERSION:8.0
DATE OF LAST UPDATE:Tue Apr 10 15:28:04 2001
OUTPUT DEVICE:Corel VENTURA
DICTIONARY PATH:c:\corel\graphics8\dbpub\project\dicts\
INDEX PATH:c:\corel\graphics8\dbpub\project\index\
OUTPUT FILE:c:\corel\graphics8\dbpub\project\docs\cars.txt
MERGE FILE:Volvo
DTP FILE:c:\corel\graphics8\dbpub\project\docs\cars.vp
STYLE SHEET:c:\corel\graphics8\dbpub\project\docs\cars.vp
INDEX VALID:N
T0_TABLE
NAME:C:\Corel\Graphics8\dbpub\project\data\cars.dbf ANSI 0x2A8A 0x2
000 A

dBASE 5.0;

V0_VIEW:0 0 0 CUSTOM
INDEXED I F P 10,1,640,480,0,1,1,1,1,0,"" 22,1,640,480,0,1,1,0,
0,0,1,1,0,0,5,1,0,"Column","","","","","" 23,4,100,-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1
,7,4,1,0,4,0,0,0,2,1,2,0,""
S0_HEADING CONTROL: 0 0
S1_HEADING CONTROL: 0 0
S1_SELECT:XOR t0.MANUF = {ARG:1}
F1_FIELD NAME:t0.MANUF
F1_FRAME STATUS:1
F1_TAGNAME:MANUF
F1_BLOCK TYPE:0x7
F1_SUBTOTAL TYPE:0x0
F1_FORMAT:TEXT
H
F2_FIELD NAME:t0.MODEL
F2_TAGNAME:MODEL
F2_BLOCK TYPE:0x0
F2_SUBTOTAL TYPE:0x0
F2_FORMAT:TEXT
H
F3_FIELD NAME:t0.DESC
F3_TAGNAME:DESC
F3_BLOCK TYPE:0x0
F3_SUBTOTAL TYPE:0x0
F3_FORMAT:TEXT
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Remember, you can edit a recipe inside a word processor or text editor such as Notepad,
WordPad, or TextPad, but be careful! Only edit what you know is safe. Don’t go near the “ ”
characters or delete any of them.
Let’s consider what the {ARG:n} macro is
doing. You’ll see it in the recipe file on the
previous page in the line: “S1_SELECT:XOR
t0.MANUF = {ARG:1}.” This may not
mean too much by looking at the recipe file in
a word processor, but viewing the recipe inside
DataBase Publisher we see the screen shown in
Figure 5.
Now you may realize why this recipe cannot
be processed any other way than via the
command line; by passing a value to the
{ARG:n} macro. If you were to press the
Display button in the dialog shown here, you
would receive a message from DBP reading
“No Records to View” since the selection does
not yet have a value assigned to {ARG:1}.
However, had you run this recipe from the
command line and passed “Volvo” to the
{ARG:1} macro, then the record selection
Figure 5
dialog would display only those records which
contain “Volvo” in the t0.MANUF field. (“t0.”
is what DBP will append to the beginning of
any field name in the main table. Any other merged tables will have their field names appended
with t1., t2., etc….) But how do you pass a value such as “Volvo” to the {ARG:n} macro?
Each value passed to the nine possible arguments is appended to the end of the command line
string, each in quotes and each in sequence of one to nine.
For example:
C:\Corel\Graphics8\programs\dbpub.exe /s
C:\Corel\Graphics8\dbpub\project\Recipes\cars.rcp “Volvo”

In the command line string above, you see “Volvo” at the very end, following the recipe fil name.
From this location, {ARG:1} will retrieve its value.
Here’s an idea of how the command line string is read by DataBase Publisher:
ARG positions
dbpub.exe.path

sw

c:\corel\...dbpub.exe /s

recipe file path

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

c:\corel\...recipes\cars.rcp “Volvo”

Any argument positions which are missing will be ignored.
If you ran the command line shown above with the “/s” switch, DBP would process the CARS.rcp
file, selecting only those records which contain “Volvo” in the t0.MANUF field. Since the “/s”
switch instructs DBP to run in silent mode, you would not see anything happen until Ventura
Publisher popped up, at which point you’d see that only the “Volvo” data had been published.
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Earlier I said that you would get a “No Records to View” message if you pressed the Display
button in the Record Selection dialog. However, if you left off the “/s” switch from the
command line, then DBP would be visible, waiting for you to Process the recipe yourself. At this
point, though, you would be able to see the {ARG:n} macro do its magic! Press the Display
button in the Record Selection dialog and you’ll see that the argument “Volvo” has indeed been
passed to the {ARG:1} macro, as shown in Figure 6.
We’ve really just scratched the surface here. In
the next issue of VUEPOINT, we’ll pick up
where we’ve left off and show how to
automate DataBase Publisher using Corel
Script; creating a script which will read and
write to the recipe file before it’s processed.
Are you on the edge of your seat? I promise
you won’t be disappointed. At the end of this
two-part article I will have available all of the
sample files shown in both articles for you to
download, so you won’t need to create them
yourself. For now, you can download the first
three files discussed in this article—“cars.rcp,”
“cars.dbf,” and “cars.vp”—from my web site at
http://www.shearer.ca.

Figure 6

Allan, former Ventura Product Development Manager and a
member of the Ventura Publisher team at Corel for six years,
resides in Ottawa with his wife Linda and their unusually
hairy son, Goliath. Allan is a regular participant in the
Ventura 8 newsgroup and is a regular attendee at CorelWorld,
where you’ll normally find him hiding from the sun and
enjoying the company of fellow Ventura enthusiasts. Allan can
be reached at allan@shearer.ca, where he specializes in
Ventura and DBP scripting and custom programming.

What Would You Do?
You’ve been working on a very big, very important project
with a deadline that is getting closer at lightening speed.
The Ventura publications for this project are going well
with no problems so far—until today. They were fine
before lunch, now you can’t open one of them, and
wouldn’t you know it, it’s the biggest, most complicated
one of them all.
What would you do? Pick one.
Open the backup publication (the one with the $vp
extension) and continue working. There is only a little bit
that needs to be redone since you save often.
No backup publication or the backup is corrupted also?
Well, then, you go to your local backup disk or CD and
copy the publication file to your hard drive. You backed up
just before you left for lunch, so there’s nothing missing.
Didn’t backup before you left for lunch? Well, surely you
backed up before you left yesterday so you’ll have to
VUEPOINT Magazine

recreate a few hours worth of work, but that’s better than
losing everything.
What, no local backups? Then you must get your backup
copies from the network backups. Since they’re backed up
to tape in the evenings it will take a little longer to get the
files restored to your system, and you’ll have to recreate a
few hours worth of work, but at least you don’t have to
start all over.
Oh, did you say you have no backups of any kind? Oops. I
guess you’d better take a little walk to cool down, take a
deep breath, and dig in, starting from the beginning. If you
used externally linked text files, your updates or revisions
should be current so it’s better than starting from ground
zero.
Hummmmm. No external files, you say? Well you’re at
ground zero with your deadline looming. Get started—again.
Oh, and don’t forget to backup this time!
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CorelWorld 2001Conference
September 9–14, 2001,
Boston, MA

strategic opportunity for both companies. By adding the
Micrografx technologies to their arsenal of applications
Corel will broaden and enhance their current offerings to
their targeted customer base.

The annual CorelWorld conference is almost here and
promises to deliver hundreds of undocumented tips for
improving your workflow and reducing tedium,
automating huge publishing jobs, and much much more.

Micrografx products include important graphics and
illustration products to compliment Corel’s current
offerings as well as giving Corel access to new technologies
in the Enterprise Process Management (EPM) area.

This is THE event for Corel users. Now in its 12th year,
this event provides an opportunity to meet with users of all
levels from around the world. Users can choose from over
70 seminar sessions and workshops and get technical help
from the support center.

The transaction is subject to regulatory approval and
approval by Micrografx’s shareholders.

Visit www.corelworld.com or call 888/DRAW.NOW
(888/372-9669) for more information or to register.

CorelDRAW 10
Service Pack 1 Available
In May Corel released Service Pack updates to CorelDRAW 10,
Corel PHOTO-PAINT 10, and Corel R.A.V.E 1.0 for US and UK
English customers. The current version number for these
products after installing the Service Pack will be version 10.427.
The Service Pack is approximately 10MB in size and can be
downloaded from Corel’s website at
http://www.corel.com/support/ftpsite/pub/coreldraw/draw10suite/
sp1_notes.htm. Quick installation instructions are included on
the site, as well as a list of revisions to each product in the suite.

Corel to Acquire
Micrografx, Inc.
Corel Corporation and Micrografx, Inc. have signed an
agreement whereby Corel will acquite Micrografx in a
stock-for-stock transaction to be accounted for as a
purchase transaction.
Corel considers this acquisition an important milestone in
Corel’s corporate strategy which is designed to postion the
company for long-term growth and profitability. According
to Corel president and CEO Derek Burney, this is a
8

Corel to acquire SoftQuad
Corel and SoftQuad Software, Ltd. have signed a definitive
agreement whereby Corel will acquire SoftQuad in a stockfor-stock transaction to be accounted for as a purchase
transaction.
By acquiring SoftQuad and its ground-breaking
XML-enabling technologies, Corel is adding a key
ingredient required to implement horizon two of its growth
strategy. In addition, this acquisition will enable Corel to
enrich the existing XML capabilities within its product
line. Specifically targeted at this time is WordPerfect.
“Upon completion of this acquisition, we believe we will
have the core technologies needed to realize our vision of
providing customers with an expansive cross-media
publishing solution,” said Derek Burney, president and
CEO of Corel Corporation. “We intend to give customers
the tools they need to create, manage and simultaneously
deploy customized content across multiple delivery
channels, including the Web.”
Corel does not expect any significant negative impact on
cash flow as a result of this acquisition. Over the next
several weeks, Corel and SoftQuad will work together on a
comprehensive plan outlining how best to integrate the two
companies. Following the closing of the deal, expected in the
fourth quarter of Corel’s fiscal 2001, the companies will
announce further details related to the integration plan.
The transaction is subject to regulatory approval and
approval by SoftQuad’s shareholders.
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The

Non-Designer’s
Type Book
Robin Williams
Peachpit Press

ISBN: 0-201-35367-9
Reviewed by Elaine Moore
Attention to detail, or lack thereof, is
one of the things that can give you
away when it comes to your
publications. A trained eye can often
tell by the little details if a publication
was done by a “professional” or a
novice typesetter. For instance, the
use of true open and close quotes is
something we all should pay attention
to, but are you aware that there are
times when a straight quote, or more
accurately, an inch mark, should be
used—when the text refers to inches,
of course. Are you aware that the
hyphen should only be used to join
compound words, not to separate
thoughts nor to denote duration in
time? The hyphen are often misused,
but after reading The Non-Designer’s
Type Book you won’t have any excuse
for using the wrong characters.

past. If you’ve ever read one of Robin
Williams other books you’ll know
and appreciate her sense of humor
which is ever present in this book.

This book is full of interesting and
valuable facts about typography and
the use of correct symbols and
characters. The interesting part is the
background behind the use of some
of some of these characters in the

And there’s so much more. I suggest
you read this book from cover to
cover, but if you can’t find time to do
that, at least have it nearby and
peruse through it often to learn the
correct way to typeset. You may not

Here are some of the tidbits you’ll get:
■

If you really want to use sans serif
in your body copy, shorten the
line length, add line space, and
use a smaller size type than for
serif. (page 35)

■

If you have an ellipsis at the end
of a sentence, type a period after
the ellipsis. (page 66)

■

Rarely should you use all caps,
and never should you underline.
NEVER. That’s a law. (page 135)

■

Don’t hyphenate headlines.
That’s a law. (page 142)

agree with everything Robin has to
say, and that’s okay if you have a
valid reason other than not knowing
the right way to do it.
I highly recommend this book to
everyone using Ventura. No matter
what your background or how long
you’ve used the program, you’re sure
to learn something that will help
make your publications look more
professional.
List price for The Non-Designer’s Type
Book is $24.99. Amazon (amazon.com)
and Books-A-Million (bamm.com) sell
it for $17.49, while Barnes and Nobel
(bn.com) sells it for list price. This
book can be ordered through the VUE
web site by going to
http://www.venturalady.com/html/
Book_Reviews.htm.

Back issues of VUEPOINT are still
available. See the back cover
for ordering instructions.
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Turning the Key at
Nicholas-Applegate
An ambitious VENTURA upgrade with no downtime permitted.
by Rick Altman
“We use several chapters for each
book, just so we can get around the
128-tag limitation.” It was then that
it became clear to me that this would
be a substantial project. It was then
that I knew that this would not be a
simple conversion.
Nicholas-Applegate Capital
Management is a money management
firm based in San Diego, CA. It is
also one of the more prominent
Ventura houses around, producing
over 200 publications each month, all
with Ventura. This was not
completely by chance—NACM hired
Ventura professionals for their
graphics department. Jorge Jiron
came with a six-year stint with
Ventura Software, Inc., the Xerox
subsidiary that was in charge of
Ventura Publisher.
But with NACM’s success came the
need to produce more proposals, more
client portfolios, and more reviews.
Jiron and company were barely able to
tread water, let alone swim upstream a
bit to see what the potential of the
software offered. Before long, they
found themselves three versions
behind, using Ventura 4.2 for all of
their work. It is a credit to the software
that it could hold up to such extreme
demands, and a credit to the people
using it that they could improvise so
cleverly. But the strain was evident.
Convoluted stylesheet schemes,
elaborate template control,
non-existent tag management, and an
interface that only allowed one file
open at a time—it was like seismic
pressure building up, heading to an
inevitable release.
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Figure 1 shows you how the current
process was described to me and the
mission was clear: To go from the
morass that is Figure 1 to a turnkey
system whereby the software all but
reads minds to deliver a finished
book. My job was to get as close to
mind reading as was possible.
Jorge and I spent an entire day
reviewing the current process, and it
was then that I began to see what he
and his team were going through.
Some of you may not even be able to
remember back to Ventura 4.2. . . .
■

You opened chapters, not
publications. There was little that
organized individual chapters
into a larger unit. That was your
job.

■

You were limited to 128 tags in
a stylesheet, and with no tag
overrides available, it was
easy to chew through
tags. NACM needed
three individual
stylesheets to
create each
50-page book.

■

Sharing elements
was next to
impossible without
drag-and-drop and MDI
capability. Jorge and
company worked around
this by running multiple
copies of Ventura under NT,
but it was a far cry from
today’s Navigator and
libraries.

■

No scripts, no customizable
interface, no page

tags, primitive frame tags, limited
color palettes, no color
calibration.
Jorge was delighted when I told him,
“Moving to Ventura 8 will cut your
time in half, even if we don’t change
your workflow process at all.” He was
not nearly so happy with me when I
also told this to his superiors.
“They’re going to hold you to that,
you big dummy!” Indeed, the bar of
expectation was raised quite high, and
I had only one month!

The Publication
Our first focus was the prospectus
that NACM representatives take with
them to meet with prospective clients.

Figure 1
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The company offers dozens of
different portfolios, and each
prospective client fits a particular
type. But within that type, there are
countless permutations. Therefore,
each book contains a bit of standard
text and graphs, customized charts
and tables, various disclosure
statements, and then more
boilerplate.
Figure 2 shows a sampling of pages
from a typical book. When the
marketing team feels that a specific
emphasis is warranted, it asks the
graphics team to create a custom
book. And because Ventura 4.2 is not

Figure 2

modular (i.e., it does not allow you to
take bits and pieces of a publication
and move them around), custom
books needed to be built essentially
from scratch.
Each of the pages in Figure 2 could
potentially be customized for a
particular client type. That means
that Jorge and his team needed to
have many different versions of
graphics available, track several text
file “one-offs” as they liked to call
them, and keep careful watch over
each unit.
Adding to the complication was
keeping straight when a change was
for a particular client, for a category
VUEPOINT Magazine

of clientele, or for the entire
organization. We devoted an entire
day to determining those variables,
after which I still didn’t totally get it.

The Strategy
But what was becoming clear was the
undeniable notion that this project
needed a library of elements—a
reservoir from which the graphics
team could pluck out the various
elements asked for and assemble them
into a book. The key word here, of
course, is library, and I began the
mission with the firm notion that we
would build libraries of elements. We
would determine:
■

Which parts of the book would
never change—those would be
placed into a template
publication.

■

Which parts of the book would
be assembled from customized
parts or from one of several
variations—those would be
collected in a library.

Figure 3 shows the fruits of this effort
with the Emerging Growth book, one
of over three dozen specific client
proposals that NACM creates. In
Navigator, you see the permanent
parts of the book; in the
corresponding
library, you see the
parts of the book
that are ordered a la
carte off the menu, if
you will. In other
words, for each
book, the marketing
team asks for a
specific variation of
the customized
pages, and graphics
picks the appropriate
chapter out of the
library.
Like showing a
cellular phone to
scientists of a
century ago, you can

only imagine the kind of reception
this technique drew. When I first
showed this to the team, jaws were
dropping all over the floor, as I
effortlessly dragged pieces of a
publication from the library into
Navigator—each one taking its
rightful place, page numbering
accurate, formatting in place.
Remember, this group had never
dragged and dropped anything—they
were forced to build the book as one
entire chapter (until they ran out of
tags and had to build a second
chapter, with a second stylesheet).
When they first saw how modular a
Ventura 8 project could be, they were
amazed.
It was a most impressive demo, and
Jorge asked his superiors to watch. To
simulate the process, we asked the
marketing team to pick a few
variables, we dragged and dropped
them from the library into a fresh
copy of the template, and five
minutes later, the book was done. It
was revolutionary. It was dramatic. It
was incredible.
It was also a total failure.
Alas, we learned something very
important about Ventura’s libraries
through this process. The chapters

Figure 3
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stored in the library contained frames
that hold external text and graphics.
These external files are crucial, as they
maintain the global links to text that
is organization-wide. When, for
example, the three criteria for
divesting of a fund become four
criteria, it is crucial that every element
referencing those criteria be current.
Well, guess what—while frames with
external graphics behave just fine,
frames with externally-linked text lose
their links during their journey
through a library. Whenever we
dragged a chapter from a library into
a publication under development, the
text automatically became embedded.
This was a dangerous failure, because
it required close inspection of the file
in Navigator to even see that
anything was wrong. The demo
looked great, and the text came in
just fine, with the correct filename
and everything. But with its external
link lost, catastrophe awaited the first
time that boilerplate text was
updated.

Take Two
Still sold on the idea of using libraries,
I worked almost 24 hours straight one
day investigating alternatives. I concocted elaborate schemes for linking
text files and tables through library
files, so that they could be updated
globally within Ventura. I disregarded the warnings of colleagues
that linking text files through a library
is problematic. What was the big
deal—after all, I linked the stylesheet
through a master library, to be used by
every publication in the organization.
This should be much easier.
Hah! I learned very quickly that
linking text files through a library is
the electronic equivalent of a house of
cards: If I leaned the wrong way in
my seat, Ventura might crash. Or lose
the link—and then we’re back where
we started. I learned many things
throughout this project, and one of
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those lessons was not to link text files
through the library.

Take Three
Okay, so Ventura’s Library function
wouldn’t work for this project. Never
mind that we had used the word
“library” about a thousand times
during briefing sessions and never
mind that our original demo evoked
emotions on par with the Beatles’
appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show.
The most important factor was a
strategy that worked, which we didn’t
yet have.
Figure 4 shows Take Three—instead
of dragging and dropping from a
library to a publication, we would do
it from one publication to another.
The template.vp file is essentially
identical to the library in Figure 3—
the chapters simply reside in a
publication instead of in the library.
They drag and drop just the same.
Unfortunately, they do everything the
same—including lose their text links.
When you drag a chapter from one
publication to another, text files that
were previously saved externally are
automatically embedded. You can

only imagine our frustration, being so
close, only to be tripped up by this
same snag. On more than one
occasion, I was tempted to shout,
“Just forget about the links—who
cares if the text is inaccurate!” Good
thing I didn’t; I would have been out
on my ear.

How Do You Sculpt
an Elephant?
I explored the use of a script that
would restore the links lost during the
transfer, but there was a line in the
sand of complexity that I could not
cross. This team of nine publishers
had never laid eyes on Ventura 8, and
they would be expected to continue,
and exceed, the pace they were
originally at. No scripts, no
automation, no magic...at least not
from the outset.
But there were those damn text links.
The only way the links would stay
live was if the text stayed in the same
publication. Dragging across the
publication boundary was the poison
in the drink. They had to stay in the
same pub.

Figure 4
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And then the light bulb came on. I
instantly thought of the old saying
about how a sculptor creates an
elephant, by chiseling away
everything that doesn’t look like an
elephant. What if we created gigantic
templates, with every conceivable
permutation built in. Five “Firm”
chapters, three “Process” chapters,
four “Characteristics” chapters.
Instead of dragging in the chapters
that are to be used, we remove the
ones that weren’t to be used. Figure 5
shows what the starting point would
look like.
Each finished book would contain
only about six chapters, but those six
would be culled from the boneyard
you see in Figure 5. One Firm
chapter—one of the Sell chapters—
either Process or Characteristics,
Performance or Up and Down—and
some with Consultant included, some
without it.

Figure 5

Deleting unwanted chapters is not
nearly as dramatic as a drag-and-drop,
but we completely eliminated the
issue of lost text links. And each
chapter was set with page numbering
of N+1, so the book would always
stay paginated and chapters could be
rearranged at will.
Thanks to Ventura 8 and its
modularity, a book that required two
hours and careful editing in 4.2 could
now be done in 15 minutes,
sometimes less. And you can bet that
caught the attention of the
higher-ups, libraries or no.

Other Tactics
We made liberal use of many of
Ventura 8’s other features, the likes of
which had not been seen at all by this
group. In particular...
Page Tags: Even something as simple
as a landscape page in a portrait book
required a separate chapter and style
sheet for the NACM group in the bad
old days. With V8, however, a few
well-crafted page tags completely
VUEPOINT Magazine

Figure 6

dismissed tasks that were otherwise
quite tedious. Half of the books, for
instance, required a page immediately
after the title that discussed the
objective of the meeting. This
so-called Why We Are Here page was
the perfect opportunity for a page tag.
When the page is required, one need
only issue the command shown in
Figure 6.

Variables and Conditions: Many of
the items that required careful
customizations with 4.2 were such
arcane items as client names, dates,
asset values, and number of people
working on a portfolio team. While
NACM could have used Ventura
4.2’s Variable Definition function for
this, it works much better in V8, and
we made extensive use of it. (You can
see in Figure 3 “Client Name” on the
title page—that and about a dozen
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other references pivot on one
variable.) There is also a collection of
fine print in the back of the book that
is either used or discarded, based on
various conditions. How nice it is to
always have the content there and be
able to turn it off with the flick of a
Condition switch.
Killing Many Birds: Ventura 4.2
formatted tables pretty well, but not
like V8. And while the Box Text
function allowed the overlaying of
text atop graphics, it doesn’t hold a
candle to V8’s ability to place text
and graphics in the same frame, or to
group two or more frames.
Figure 7 shows off both of these
features. This table is designed to
look like a piece of torn paper, and in
Ventura 4.2, it required four
frames—one each for the angled
headings (which were created as
graphics), the table, the torn paper
graphic, and the footer text (which
was actually placed in a frame footer,
but for all intents and purposes, that
is a separate element).
Figure 7

But now it could all be housed in one
frame. First, the angled header is
simply the first row of the table,
thanks to V8’s Skew Row function.
And the footer is nothing more than
the final row of the table, with ruling
lines hidden. The torn paper graphic
is loaded into the same frame and
shifted upward until it sits at the
correct position. One frame, four
elements.

So Fewer Tags
It’s ironic that V8 could have easily
handled the problem of a publication
requiring more than 128 tags—with

V8, far fewer tags are required to get
the job done. Thanks to tag overrides,
page tags that contain formatting,
better rules, and more versatile
shading, you just don’t eat through as
many tags as in 4.2.
When Jorge uttered the now-famous
quotation that leads this article, I bet
him a lunch that we could get inside
128. He accepted, and my conscience
has been bothering me ever since. It
was really an unfair bet; it would have
been even money if I bet him that we
could get by with half the number of
tags. And indeed, this publication,
even with very few paragraph

overrides used, now comes in under
60 tags.
Jorge made the bet before learning
Ventura 8’s feature set, but a bet is a
bet—I think we’ll do George’s by the
Cove in La Jolla....
A version of this article first appeared on
Rick Altman’s web site (altman.com)
as the Article of the Month.

CorelWorld 2001
September 9–14, 2001
Boston, Massachusettes
All details at corelworld.com
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Download a PDF file containing a list
of the default keyboard shortcuts for
Ventura versions 5, 7 and 8. This
convenient, concise list can be printed
front to back for yourself and others
in your company. You can find this
file on the VUE website at
http://www.venturalady.com/html/
tips_tricks.html.

Quickly remove extra tags
created when converting
publications with multiple
stylesheets
When you convert older publications
to Ventura 7 or 8, tags found in the
first chapter of a publication keep their
original tag names while tags with
duplicate names found in subsequent
chapters are renamed with a default
_1, _2, etc. after the tag name.
By deleting duplicate tags you can
automatically retag paragraphs with
the first tag of the group. For
instance, delete the Body Text_1 tag
and let Ventura retag those
paragraphs with Body Text. Use
either Format/Manage Tags List
(Ventura 7) or Tools/Tag Window
(Ventura 8) to delete tags. You can
also use Find & Replace which will
retag the paragraphs, but will not
delete the unwanted tags.

Locking/Unlocking
Page Tag Objects

Assign the same tag to all
paragraphs in a text file

If you find yourself needing to unlock
Page Tag Objects frequently, there is
a handy icon that can be placed on
your toolbar to keep you from having
to go to the Publication Properties
dialog box.

Plant your cursor in the text file first,
then press CTRL + A to select all the
text in the file. Then select the desired
tag to assign.

The icon can be found in
Tools/Options/Customize/
Toolbars/Page and is called
Lock Page Tag Objects.
When the icon is depressed objects
are locked and when pressed they are
unlocked.
VUEPOINT Magazine

Find Paragraphs
Containing Overrides
In Ventura 8 select Edit/Find &
Replace. Click Items/Paragraph
Properties. When you click the Next
button, you will move to the next
paragraph containing an override.

Ventura 8 is the only version that has
this capability.

Get In and Out of Tag
Mode Quickly
The Tag Paragraph Mode of
Ventura 8 is off by default
immediately after installation, but
you can turn it on by going to the
Tools Menu and selecting
Options/Workspace/General and
placing a checkmark beside Tag
Paragraph mode. This allows you to
use the Property Bar and rulers to
make changes to paragraph tags.
Otherwise they are only useful for
making attribute changes to
individual paragraphs.
There is a handy icon that
can be added to your
toolbox that allows you to
quickly get in and out of the
Tag Paragraph Mode. Find this icon
in Tools/Options/Workspace/
Customize/Text.

Conversion Issues
This VUE page mentioned above
(http://www.venturalady.com/html/
tips_tricks.html) also contains a PDF from
Corel which describes conversion
issues you might encounter when
upgrading to Ventura 8, from
versions 5 and older. This document
was included with Ventura 7, but not
with Ventura 8 so we’ve made it
available for you to make the
conversion process a little smoother.
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Saving Customized Settings
How do I save my customized settings when
reinstalling Ventura?
Before you reinstall, make a copy of the folder C:\Program
Files\Corel\graphics8\workspace\ventura8 (your path may
be different, see Figure 1 below.) This folder contains all of
your custom settings for menus and toolbars. If you have
custom print styles you will also need to copy the folder
C:\Program Files\corel\graphics8\config (again verify the
path on your system.) While these folders may not be
deleted when Ventura is uninstalled, your best bet is to
make a copy of the folder. It is always best to uninstall
before you repeat the install process.
For Windows 2000 users, the workspace and config folders
can be found under Documents and
setttings\UserName\Application Data\Corel\.

3. To keep everything up-to-date before you save and close
the publication, be certain to check “Publication/Update
Publication.” Without this final step, the total number of
pages will be the page count when the Marker/CrossReference was established.

Figure 2 Inserting Marker

Figure 1 Saving Customized Settings

Automatic Insertion of Total Number
of Pages in Publication

Figure 3 Creating Cross-Reference

How do you get the footer in a publication to read
“page x of n.” Where x is the current page number
and n is the total number of pages?
A simple three-step process will do the trick.
1. Place a marker at the end of your text flow so it appears
on the last page of your publication.
2. Put a cross-reference to the marker in your footer.
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Figure 4 Automatic Numbering of Both Numbers

If you reset page numbers for each chapter, there is a script
that may help. The script is named
UpdateTotalPagesVariable.csc and can be downloaded
from http://www.cogentregs.com/scripts/EJW_Scripts.zip. The file
is 16K in size so it won’t take long to download.
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Remembering Path Locations for
Ventura Files
I use a portable HDD on three separate computers
to store my documents. The problem is that the
drive shows up as a different letter on each system
(D: at home, F: in the Office, and H: on the
laptop.) Is there a way to get Ventura 8 to use
relative paths for the files in each publication?

Regardless of which method you use, make sure you select
the correct printer driver and paper size. For letter-sized
pages you need to select Tabloid Extra/Landscape to allow
room for crop marks and registration marks.

Yes, there is just such a feature. Go to Tool/Options/Save
and place a check in the box before “Use relative paths for
links and external items.” Do this on each system and the
documents on your portable drive will be correctly linked
wherever you go.

Figure 7 N-Up/Saddlestitch Options

Font List
What is the fastest, most efficient way to get a list
of all the fonts in a publication?
Figure 6 Saving Relative Path Locations for Files

Ventura Imposition Capabilities
My printer requires my publication in a “2
up/Saddlestitch” format. I need to have pages 16
and 1 together, page 2 and 15, etc. How can I do
this in Ventura 8?

The most accurate list can be printed via
Print/Miscellaneous/Info Settings. Make sure you set up
the print dialog for the entire publication before checking
this list. The list includes only those fonts that are actually
needed for output. Others (like those specified for
bullets/drop caps that are turned off or never used) are not
included in this list.

There are several ways to accomplish this by making
various choices in the Print Menu.
Method #1: For short publications, go to the Layout tab in
the Print Dialog box and from the Signature Layout field
select Booklet. In the N-up format list box select 2 x 1
(2-up). This method requires you print the entire
publication to a PDF.
Method #2: For longer publications, the processing is
similar, but requires more steps. In the Layout tab in the
Print Dialog box and from the Signature Layout field select
Book. In the N-up format list box select 2 x 1 (2-up).
Then, in the General tab fill in the pages in the order you
want them in the Print Range/Pages field. Type 16, 1, 2,
15, and so on. You can preview this to see if it looks correct
and make necessary adjustments.

VUEPOINT Magazine

Figure 8 List of Fonts Used in Publication
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Service Bureau Tips
1.

Use a PostScript driver that matches your service bureau’s
output device to drive your PS laser printer. Generally
this will work, and you can avoid the infamous problem
of changing line endings (see #2).

2. Set your default printer to the resolution you ultimately
intend to use for your output before opening Ventura,
otherwise your line endings may shift. The problem of
shifting line endings due to changes in resolution occurs
when you’ve got a word that is borderline for fitting on
one line. Suppose it needs 1.001 inches to fit and you
have 1.002 inches left on the line. At 300 dpi, the
resolution is too “grainy” for it to fit. The word needs
301 dots (1.033 inches) to fit, which is more space than
is available. However, if your resolution is 1270 dpi, the
word needs 1272 dots (which is only 1.0016 inches), so
it will fit on the line.
3. Always preview your publication before creating the final
print file. This way you can spot any problems before
they go too far. Make any necessary adjustments then
view them using Acrobat (see #4).

4. Check your print files by using Acrobat Distiller and
creating a PDF. You may be able to send the PDF to the
printer, but even if they don’t accept PDFs (and even
today not all of them do), at least you can see what the
image processor will process. This is a great way to spot
problems and fix them before they leave your office and
are out of your control.
5. Always set your Page Tag size to the trim size for your
document. Then, when you go to the service bureau, set
your printer paper to a dimension that is larger. For
example, using the Linotronic 330 printer driver there is
a setting for “Letter Extra.” This gives extra room for
crop marks which can be turned on in the Printer
dialog/Prepress.
6. If your service bureau is PC-phobic, get another service
bureau. Most service bureaus finally recognize that the
PC side is a large and fast growing portion of their
business. Also, never let a Mac user tell you it can’t be
done on a PC. Although many would like to believe that
serious graphics can only be done on a Mac, it simply
isn’t true.

Name _____________________________________________________________________
Company __________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State _______ Zip ___________________
Country ___________________________________________________________________
Phone______________________________ Fax __________________________________
Email Address ______________________________________________________________
I am registering:
q Business
❏ Home
How do you classify yourself? ❏ Employee
❏ Self-Employed
Version of Ventura currently used (circle all)
8 7 5 4.2 Other:___________________

❏ Both
❏ Freelance

Payment must accompany order. q Check q VISA q MC q AmEx q Discover
Credit Card No._____________________________________________________________
Expires ____________________________________________________________________
Signature of Cardholder ______________________________________________________
Printed Name of Cardholder __________________________________________________
Billing Address for Credit Card (if different) _____________________________________

7. Be prepared to help your
service bureau process
your files. If you don’t
have a choice of which
service bureau to use,
you may have to help
them understand how to
process your files if you
don’t give them PDFs.
8. The first time you use a
new service bureau, send
test files before your
printing deadline. This
way you can work out
any issues before crunch
time, allowing both you
and the service bureau
time to experiment
without compromising
your deadline.

__________________________________________________________________________
Make check payable to:
Ventura User Exchange, Inc.
1100 Martin Ridge Road
Roswell, GA 30076-2852
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SUPPORT RESOURCES
Corel Corporation
1600 Carling Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada, K1Z 8R7
TEL: 613/728-8200
FAX: 613/761-9176
Customer Service
800/772-6735 (800-77COREL)
FREE Technical Support
613/728-6398 – 8:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
For 90 days from the official release of the product or 30 days
from the date of your first call.
IVAN (Interactive, Automated System)
For Corel Ventura 613/728-1937. Available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, including holidays.
Automated Fax Service
613/724 3456
Request document 2000 for a current list of topics.
VUE on the Internet
http://www.venturalady.com

CompuServe

www.compuserve.com/computing/subs/corelsupport.asp

(This can be accessed by anyone with Internet access.)
Internet
Corel’s Web Site: For late-breaking technical news and
information on all Corel products: http://www.corel.com
Newsgroups
For exchange of information between users.
http://www.corel.com/support/newsgroup.htm

List-Serve
To sign up send the following email to
listserv@plaza.inventiv-edu.nl:
sub ventura-d Your Name
Once signed up, you’ll get instructions sent to you automatically.

See the corrected
instructions
above for
joining the
Ventura listserv.
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Service Bureau
got you on edge?
Call Adcom Graphics.
Relax!
Take a nap!
(S kippy, our “C hief Inspector,” takes a break.)

for more info, contact: Mac Townsend
mact@adcomgraphics.com
or call (800)707-4283 or look at www.adcomgraphics.com
or stop by 1229 Western St, #7, Fairfield, California 94533

